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We consider in the framework of Dirac's hole theory, electron-positron pair production processes due to an
external photon moving at right angles to the magnetic field and to the direction of propagation of a plane
circularly polarized electromagnetic wave. Using the exact solution of the Dirac equation which describes
the behavior of charged particles in such a field configuration we obtain formulae for the spectral and
angular distributions of the pairs produced when the external photon interacts with .. I photons" of the
wave. We give a detailed analysis of single-quantum and two-quanta (I = 0, ± 1) pair production processes
in all important ranges of the basic parameters of the problem, for instance, for magnetic fields comparable
to the critical magnetic field H ~ Ho = m 2C 3/ eh = 4.4 X 1013 g.
PACS numbers: l2.20.Ds

We have previously[l] studied the process where a
strong electromagnetic wave was scattered by electrons
in a static magnetic field for a special choice of the
direction of propagation of the wave: the wave vector K
was oriented along the constant magnetic field strength
vector H.
It is well known[2] that one can for such a field configuration find an exact solution of the Dirac equation
which in principle enables us to take the "photons" of
the wave completely into account. Using this solution to
analyze the interaction between the electrons and the
photons leads, on the one hand, to the fact that the appropriate matrix elements of various processes are
evaluated to a higher order in the fine-structure constant Clio = e 2/tic than in the usual perturbation theory,
and, moreover, such an approach enables us to take into
account effects connected with the wave intensity which
are not present in the usual perturbation theory. A detailed discussion of the advantages and shortcomings of
this approach is given in the well known papers by
Nikishov, Ritus, and Gol'dmany,4]

In the present paper we consider the electron-positron pair production process due to an external photon
which propagates at right angles to the direction of the
vector H and hence also to K. The external photon is
taken into account in perturbation theory, and the whole
process is considered in the framework of the Dirac
hole theory and treated as the transition of an electron
with absorption of the photon from a state with a negative quasi-energy to a state with a positive quasi-energy
spectrum. We note here that Nikishov and Ritus[3] introduced the concept of an electron-four-quasimomentum
in the field of an electro-magnetic wave.
Zel'dovich[5] and Ritus[6] developed the quaSi-energy
(the fourth component of the quasimomentum) method
for applications to atomic systems. The quasi-energy
method has also been applied to consider a number of
problems in the field configuration studied by us p, 7,8]
One should note that the process of the production of
a pair by a photon in a magnetic field and the field of a
weak electromagnetic wave has been considered before
in[7,9-11J. The results obtained here by us for well-defined values of the parameters agree completely with
those given in[7,9-11]. In addition to those results we ob585
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tain a number of new ones. In particular, we give a
formula for the spectral and angular distribution of a
pair produced by l photons of the wave and one external
photon. We find the probabilities for the formation of a
pair by two photons (external photon + wave photon) in
all important ranges of the parameters of the problem
(X = HK/Hoko, wave frequency w, and cyclotron frequency WH = eH/mc). We consider the process of the
formation of a pair by two photons in a hyperstrong magnetic field H ~ Ho = m 2c 3/ eti and the field of the electromagnetic wave when one of the particles is produced in
a state with large quantum numbers.
1. WAVE FUNCTIONS
Let the magnetic field H = (0, 0, H) be along the zaxis. The vector potential of a plane monochromatic
circularly-polarized wave, propagating along the magnetic field, is given in the form
cEo

A,= - --(e, sin ws-ge, cos ws),
w

and the total field is then A = Al + A2 , with A2 = (0,
-xH, 0); ~ = t - z/c, g = ±1 describes, respectively,
right-hand and left-hand circular polarization. The
electron wave functions in such a field are of the form[2]
(1 )

Here 1/!n = exp( -is) Un (p) are the Hermite functions
connected with the Hermite polynomials Hn through the
relation

_

U n (p)=(2 n n!Yn)-'I'exp

(P')
-T Hn(p),

p=y'lo (x-q,t. -, cos ws) +k,/y'I"

t.=aw-gwH,
k.a=K-k., K=(k.'+2yn+k.')''',

tiko = mc, mcwH = eH, ctiy = eH, tik2 and tiks are the
momenta along the y- and x-axes, respectively. The
function S is given by the expression
S=ck.at+ck,s+ g'( ,t. -, (k.WIIX+ck 2 ) sin wS-k 2y+0.5t. -'k.,( ,'wcs
-O.25gt.-'k.y,'cwn sin 2ws.

The function R and the normalization constant N are
gi ven by the following equations:
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2'I'dR=igoo H exp (igoos),

N=

[1, +'d' (1 +ai+21nk.
1.'a'oo'
]-'"
-')

a, b, and ci are spin coefficients.[ 12] The electron and
positron quasi-energies and quasi momenta are equal to
K~=K~±0.5k.1.'oodi,

1C3~=K~ -a~,

(5)

L\~==±a~oo-gooH'

/.=[(Hg;:)(1-g:_ Jr'
'Y2=l,/(1+'Y,') 'I" v=k,/ko,

where the minus sign corresponds to an electron and
the plus sign to a positron.

H

2. QUASIClASSICAl CASE
We shall assume that the momentum of the external
photon is along the y-axis: tiK' '" (0, tiK, 0). The calculation of the matrix elements and the probabilities for the
pair production processes is performed along the same
lines as in(1] with only this difference that the electron
transition occurs from an initial state with a negative
energy to a state with a positive energy. The probability
for such a transition is for a given polarization of the
external photon given by the formula(l2]

'

<I> '" <I> (y) is the Airy function of the argument
y '" (u/2X)2/3(1 + v2 - Klu); Jl(P) is a Bessel function
1:- '" ±1 and 1:+ '" ±1 determine the projections of the
positron and electron spins, respectively, in the direction parallel (+) and antiparallel (-) to the magnetic
field. A characteristic feature of Eq. (2) is the presence in it of the typical resonance factor fl. The resonance in this case is of a purely classical nature and
arises every time when the frequency of rotation along
the orbit in the magnetic field (taking the Doppler shift
along the z-axis into account) is the same for the produced particle as the wave frequency.

where K '" w/c; l is the number of wave photons participating in the reaction; j is the index determining the
polarization of the photon.

The equation for the probability for pair production
by a single external photon in a magnetic field and in
the field of a plane circularly polarized wave follows
from Eq. (2) for 1 '" 0:

It is convenient to introduce the invariant quantities[3]

ca k' ~2x
dw=~
nx X u

_

2Ix,,'x·

(x.'x")·

x"

and after that evaluate the matrix elements of the Dirac
matrices aj.
We shall assume that the intensity of the electromagnetic wave is small, Le., Yl '" eEo/mcw « 1 (Eo is the
wave amplitude). Moreover, we assume that the energy
of the external photon is much larger than the energy of
the wave "photons" and also than the rest mass energy
of the electron (K' » lK, K'» k o). In that case the energy
of each of the particles produced is large and the main
contribution goes into the "transverse motion" energy.
Assuming that each of the ratios k;/K" ks/K-, ko/K±
is much less than unity we can obtain, after some calculations, the following expressions for the probabilities:
~ a.cx"

du dv

dWI(~) = ~ """Xk:' u'[u(u-4) l'" lall',

,

(2)

'

where
(3 )

X)

U
I 2lu [( Hv'-- If)
,If)- (2X)'"
If) ,] l,(p) +1,--=:-/,
[u(U-4)]h
U
P X
u

(7)

ZhukovskiI and Herrmann(10) indicated the possibility of
such a process in an external magnetic field. We give
here the formulae for the probabilities of the spectral
distributions for the cases 1 = ±1 (see also[ll]) in the
range X/Ie < K'/4ko:

W,(~)

W,(~)

] -_ 'Y"aocko'J'"
du,
{'6 _ .. u 2
-I
8n"';~' [u(u-4) l'" ,,'

.

+6,-.,.u (u-4)

I)

[R'-~+R'+R']
R,

R.
]
,
[ R-+
u
R+ __
u_
• ~ [u(u-4) 1'" • u(u-4) R2
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(8)

(4)
+If) ( -6x - -8X) ( - X ) 'J, -If) , ( - X ) 'I, ( 1 +12x2
- -)
u
;.
u
U
;2'

2lu
I (2X) 'I.
, }
1-~-~+ {
-1'V-;/,-; -;; l,(p) If) , - - - 2 - u 1J.If)I,'(p)

(6)

We further conSider the case l = ±1, Le., when apart
from the external photon one wave photon partiCipates
in the reaction. The case l = 1 corresponds to a twophoton pair production in a magnetic field, and 1 = -1
describes the process of the production of a pair by an
external photon with the simultaneous absorption of a
photon which is identical with a wave photon, Le., the
process

+
u
(2X)'" ,]
} 1-~-~+ {(
-~ [u(u-4)J'" -;;If) l,(p) +--2- u
v+gy'p-/' If)l,(p)

I (2X)'h
2lu
-12v;:-/,-;
-; l,(p) If) , } ,

(~X )'" If) ,lo(~)]}

where 11 = (U/2X)2/3 (1 + v 2). It is important that the
probability for the pair production by a single photon in
a magnetic field and the field of the wave is smaller
than the corresponding probability in a purely magnetic
field (Jo(P):s Jo(O». If we put Yl = 0 in Eq. (6) we get
Klepikov's result [ 13) (see also[ 12]).

[

H~-~+
{
F, = --2-[u(u-4)]'/ 1J,If)I,' (p)

+ [ ~+

dudv
{[ If)'-(Hv') (1
U
) ( If)'+-'
If)")]
"
-[u(U-4)]h
2
tj

x lo'(p} - ( 1 - ; ) 1,!,lf)lo' (p) [ 'Yz!,lf)lo' (p) -2

x = ~'
U = (x.1C-") (x.k+.)
ko'a-a+ '
eli'
Hx'
X= -,-. l'-(F••x") , = H k ' v, 11=0, 1,2,3
me
0 0

,

)'1.

( ;ex')

x(x)'J' -41f)' (X)'/'
,

R,=-2F 1 'F--4=- -81f)--;:::- ·U
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X

U

(9)

(10)

U
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XX' ) (- x )

(

R,=-4cD 1'F:--+4-;:;"
2zz%'

'I,

X(X)
-16-:::;- 'I, \D',
%

U·

4'1.')

( X) 'I, + (X)
4'1.' ) cD'
- 'I, ( 1--;;;;-

ii'
iii
R,,.,,F' ( 1 'F-+--=+2\D u

2u'

U

%'

(11)

U

U

%'

(12)

where
K )
X '1,( 1=F --;;
,

~

F(y)=

f cD (x)dx,

u )
y= (

<I>=cD(y),

(13 )

-;"=2%%'/k.'.

The lower sign refers to the process (7). We can obtain
from Eqs. (8) to (13) the probabilities for pair production for different ratios of the parameter X/Ie. For instance, if x/Ie « 1 (weak magnetic field) we find by integrating over u from Eqs. (8) to (13):
IX.ck o' {(
2+
W=1,'--:w-

-(1+ ~)(1%

8
-;" -

16)

~, In

[( %

4:- 1

~)'''- 1~X'(~+
4

~

%

) 'I,

+ (X)
4: 'I,]
(14)

:,-.: Inx)}.
~

~

The first two terms, independent of X in Eq. (14), give
the well-known Breit-Wigner formula and the last term
a correction to it introduced by the magnetic field. The
probability for process (7) is in this case exponentially
small. This result follows from the properties of the
Airy functions. When l = -1 its argument is always
positive and the condition X - 0 entails y » 1, but in
that region the Airy function is exponentially small.
In the region 1 « 2X/'K« K' /2k o, which corresponds
approximately to resonance, the probabilities for singlequantum processes (l = ±1) turn out to be equal and can
as follows be expressed in terms of the probability
w(O)(l = 0), which, as we noted above, characterizes the
pair production process in a purely magnetic field:

dW t ,2

(=1)-

-,,(2

,(2U)'X'd
w
~

X

(0)

.

(15)

%'

curs for energies of the external photon which are appreciably lower than the threshold energy (in the present case K' « 2k o), If, for instance, the wave frequency
W ~ 1015 Hz, wave photons contribute little to the total
energy of the pair in single-quantum processes I =±1
and its energy is mainly determined by the external
photon. Generally speaking, it is apparently incorrect
to consider the strict limit aw = gWH as in that case
the spectra of the quasi-energy states (QES) of the
electrons and the positrons are mixed up and the singleparticle approximation becomes inadmissible. We note
also that such a situation with respect to the QES spectra arises only in the quasiclassical approach and when
damping effects are neglect. A strictly quantal approach
removes"this difficulty with QES.[14]
However, for values of aw close to wH the energy
threshold for the external photon is, indeed, less than
2k o,l7] while the pair production occurs with a very
small probability. The lowering of the threshold follows
from the fact that the quantities a+ and a-, which are
equal to the quasi-energy and quasimomentum differences along the z-axiS, occur in the invariant quantity
u, rather than the pair energy. Because of this the
limiting value u = 4 near the point aw ~ gwH may correspond to values K' < 2k o• As the quantity aw must be
small, in the case considered pairs are produced with
large quasi-momenta along the z-axis and with small
transverse momenta.

3. PAIR PRODUCTION IN A STRONG MAGNETIC
FIELD
We now consider the range H/H o ~ 1, k o/ K' « 1. As
was noted in[15], the main feature in this case is that the
contribution to the total probability for the production of
particles with greatly differing quantum numbers (n'
~ n(k o / K' )2) is no longer small. In this region (H/H o
~ 1) the generalized Laguerre functions Inn'(r) can be
approximated by paraboliC cylinder functions :[15]

In the range 2X/K> K'/2k o (above-resonance region)
the single-quantum probabilities (I = ±1) are also the
same and the following relation holds:
(16 )
We draw attention to the fact that the way the pair
production probabilities depend on the spins of the particles is determined by the same functional behavior as
for the case of pair production in a purely magnetic
field. This is clear from Eqs. (15) and (16) and can be
obtained from Eqs. (8)to (13) for the range X/Ie« 1.
However, this is not a necessary consequence as there
is continuous transition from this region to the region
1 « 2X/Ie« K'/2k o•
When the external photon interacts with I wave photops (I-quanta process) the pair production probability
will depend strongly on the intensity of the wave:

We note here that for a given polarization of the
electromagnetic wave resonance can occur for only one
of the particles which is explained by the different
nature of the motion of an electron or a positron in a
magnetic field (right-hand or left-hand circular motion).

In.' (r)

~(~1)" (n'I¥2nn)-'I'D •. (r),

r= ( 2H. ) 'I. it+
H

(17)

.

ko

In the region w > wH, fiw > mc 2 the probabilities for
single-quantum processes are given by the expression
W(")
11'IX.ck. ( H )
~ = 2n'I,%' Ii;

G, =

'j, '\"

16~'1 [( 1-~+

.I...J
.'

f dk'+G. .

Ko+= (2~n' +k.') 'I"~
I

;:+ )

(n'D:·_ I -D•. ')+2D •. 2

(18)

l

Integrating in Eq. (18) over k; we get easily
IXocko' H

'\"

. f~

n'

•

W(~)=4T lIo 1 1'.I...J (_1)'

-+(

1-~+ :"+)

e-· I '

{L.·(y)
(19 )
Jl=4n'+

[L.·(y)+Ln._I(y») }dy,

2;.,

where Ln' is a Laguerre polynomial. In particular, the
probability for pair production in which the positron is
in the ground state (n' = 0) can be estimated from the
formula
W

a.cko'

,lI

-ZT"fIU.e

-HoIH

(20)

.

If the conditions are such that 1« n' « n, the
single-quantum probabilities (l = ±1) decrease as
(n't 2 / 3 with increasing n':
r('/,)3'1. aock.'lI

W

1

Olelnik[7] has considered the electron-positron pair
production in fields with the given configuration near
the resonance point. An important peculiarity of the
process is the fact that the production phenomenon oc-

For I-quanta processes we can get the following expression:
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na'

at

= ~--;;:-u;:-

n' 2/1

•

(21)
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(22)

dw(l)-l,'-. (P)dw(')

In the frequency range aw < WH the expressions for
the probabilities for the various processes are somewhat changed
(23)
where
o

dw( ).-

~ dk,+ a.,ck. (H )',.
"""27""""'"
H G
71'

G. =

~'!

[(

1-~+

1t,l,

::+)

X

z•

0'

.

(n'D.',_.-Dft'·)-+ ;

(24)

D~"

].

Integrating over k; in Eq. (24) we find
aock.· H ~
{
W(')=~Ho """I,'(p)(-l)ft' e-""Lft'(~)
ft'

For a single-quantum process (l
(25) for Yl« 1 and n' = 0
W

(25)

= ±1) we get from

a.ck.' H '-.,1.
... 16x' HoP e
.

(26)

We note here that the laser intensities which are at
present attainable correspond, for instance, in the visible range of frequencies to a value of the parameter
'Yl ~ 0.1. Existing pulsed magnetic fields reach values
-10' to 10'g. Hence, for laboratory studies only the results of single-quantum and two-quanta processes
(l = 0, ±1) are of practical interest. The situation is,
however, changed when we analyze similar processes
near astrophYSical objects, for instance, near pulsars
where one assumes that the above-mentioned parameters are very large:[18] 'YI- 10 1 \ H - 101<1 to 10 1Sg.
Under such conditions the analysis of many-quanta
processes which we gave above may also turn out to be
useful.
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